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Are Your

Marketing Strategies
Keeping Up with
Customer Behavior?

Customer
values and behavior are
always changing, and when they
do, your print marketing
strategies should track
with them.

T

he formats you choose, the messaging you write, and the
layout you create are all impacted by consumer trends.

What three trends are we tracking now?

from Shopify found that consumers are willing to spend more
money and even accept slower shipping times in order to do

• Shopping local.

business with companies that support these priorities. Shopify

• Affinity for companies with strong brand values.

also found that more consumers are returning to in-person

• Concern about a product’s environmental impact.

shopping and looking to pay for goods and services with a

How do these trends impact formats, messaging, and design?
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These factors are so important, in fact, that a new study

wider range of payment methods, including cryptocurrency.
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Strong brand values: Invest in brand-building

Environmental impact: Even if you don’t have a

campaigns that share your brand values with your

formal sustainability policy, you can still

customer base. These campaigns should be

communicate a sustainability message. Are you

separate from those designed to sell products.

printing on environmentally certified paper? Put the

Brand-building is about communicating who you

appropriate logos (FSI, FSC, PEFC) on your direct

are and what you stand for. Do you stand for using

mail, packaging, and displays. Are you using wind or

only healthy ingredients? Keeping manufacturing

solar power? Add a small tagline in all of your

in the USA? Identify what defines your brand

marketing. If your packaging and other print

values, then communicate it.

Shop local: In

materials are fully recyclable, add a recycling
logo and make it highly visible.

your direct mail

those logos to your marketing materials or in-

targeting and services
Direct Mail (EDDM).
Use “shop local”
messaging and
imagery that reflect
your local community.

Payment methods: Do you accept a
wide variety of payment methods? Add

campaigns, use ZIP Code
such as Every Door
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store materials like window clings and freestanding

HOW CURRENT TRENDS
IMPACT FORMATS,
MESSAGING, AND DESIGN

displays: “We take PayPal, Venmo, and CashApp!” Let
buyers know that you are easy to shop with.
Consider accepting and promoting that
you accept cryptocurrency. Shopify
found that 40% of shoppers plan
to use cryptocurrency this year.
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Customer behavior is always changing, so keep up with them. Respond to and incorporate those changes in
your formats, design, and messaging as they occur.
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Are You Tapping This

Overlooked Opportunity?
What would you say if someone told you there was a huge audience
commanding more than half of U.S. annual spending that was largely being
overlooked by direct mail marketers? You’d say, “That’s crazy! Show me the
opportunity! I’ll take it!” Great! Here it is…

T

wo reports from Alive Ventures,

formats such as postcards, sales letters,

home, mortgages are often paid off, and

“Growing Older Better: Insights and

and trifold mailers, but they are also a

they have proportionally more money to

spending powerhouse.

spend. In fact, Alive Ventures points out

Opportunities” and “State of the Market
2022,” describe how the U.S. “older adult”

For example, the 50+ market:

that older adults spend similar amounts

market is a massive buyer segment that is

• Totals 100 million people.

(if not more) on non-essentials such as

being overlooked. Defined as those in the

• Holds more than half of the

education, dining, and travel than

50+ age bracket, Alive Ventures points out

nation’s wealth.
• Represents more than half of

that these buyers are vastly underrepresented in marketing. For example,
they represent 46% of the U.S. population,
but only 15% of online marketing imagery.
Only 5%–10% of marketing budgets are

This is not a market you want
to overlook.
Another reason to target older adults?
While those at the higher end of the

serious marketing shade!

spectrum, on average, have lower annual
household incomes than U.S. households

mailers. Older buyers not only are the

overall, this demographic has more

most likely to engage with direct mail

disposable income. Children are out of the

USE A MIX OF
CHANNELS THAT
INCLUDES PRINT. The older
adult market engages in online
content, but they value
the look and feel of a
traditional printed
piece, too. It conveys
value and credibility.

CUSTOMIZE
MAILINGS
SPECIFICALLY
FOR THEM. Use language
and imagery that
accurately reflects
their interests,
priorities, and
lifestyles.

How Do You
Reach This
Lucrative
Audience?
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BUILD TRUST. These
buyers highly value
trust in business
relationships, so use
drip marketing,
testimonials, and researchbased content to
build credibility.

counterparts.

U.S. spending.

devoted to winning them. That’s some
This is a huge missed opportunity for

their younger

DITCH THE
STEREOTYPES. These
buyers have needs and
priorities that differ from
younger audiences, but they
have similarities, too. These range
from travel and dating to
volunteering and
reinventing
themselves.

Older adults are a powerhouse
market with tremendous
spending power. Are you targeting
this group with their own
segmented messaging? If not,
don’t miss the opportunity!
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Case Study:
Bullet Points
Increase Response
Rates by 188%

W

hen you look at any
printed piece, what
stands out first? If
there are bullet points,
that’s where your eye
immediately goes,
right? Bullet points are
short, punchy, and
command attention
in any layout. With
only a matter of
seconds to grab the
recipient’s focus, bullet
points are incredibly
powerful. That’s
why it’s so important
to use them well.

Sure, the company could
have talked about features

WEB HOSTING
CASE STUDY

category in the
first place. Once
their fears were
addressed, however,
this audience became more
open to hearing the
specific benefits
of the company’s
services. The results?
When tested against
the paragraph approach, its
response rate jumped by 188%.

benefits right out of the gate. While

This is not the only way to use bullet

touting benefits is critical, studies from

points, but it provides an important

MECLABS find that, especially when the

principle that any business

product category creates some level of

benefits, can be more effective.
MECLABS, which researches how people

its target audience didn’t

product in this

use them to talk about your product’s

and objections first, before discussing

things would have mattered if

choosing a

impact, you might be tempted to

anticipate and respond to customer fears

the gate. But none of those

feel confident about

Because bullet points have such

uncertainty or fear, using bullet points to

and benefits right out of

benefits of its service, MECLABS

can use in its marketing

encouraged the company to use bullet

communications, whether

points to address these underlying

print or digital. If your

concerns. Thus, the company used bullet

audience has fears or concerns

points to describe itself as offering:

surrounding your product

make choices, gives the example of a web

• 24/7 technical and customer support.

category, use the stopping,

hosting company that used this approach

• The highest level of global

attention-getting power of bullet points

with great success. The company wanted

accreditations.

to address those concerns upfront.

to overcome prospects’ anxiety about

• 99.9% uptime guarantee.

Then your audience will become

making a purchase in what they see as a

• End-to-end security solutions.

more receptive to whatever

foreign and scary product category: web

• Being the most trusted hosting

else you have to say.

company.
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hosting. That’s why, before presenting the
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